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Chapter 1
The sun is not up yet. But Zip gets up. He gets up to see Zap.

Is Zap still in his bed?  Yes, he is.  He is not up yet.

Zip runs up to Zap’s bed. Zip sits and yaps at Zap. Then he 
licks Zap.

Zap jumps up and sees Zip. He yips and Zip. The two dogs go 
to get a drink.

Chapter 2
Zip and Zap see some rags. Zip gets a big rag and runs. Zap 
runs after Zip.

Zip yips and yaps. The he gets the end of the rag. The two 
dogs pull on it.

Zap tugs. Zip tugs. They run and tug on the rag.

The rag rips. The dogs go down. Zap has a little rag. Zip has a 
big rag.

Zap runs with his rag. Zip runs after him. Zip is little and can 
run fast. 

Zip gets the rag. He sits on the grass with it. He has to rest his 
little legs.

Chapter 3
Then the dogs run to a pond. They jump in. They like to swim.

Zip swims with Zap. They swim up and back. Then Zip has to 
rest.

Zip swims to the land. He sits on the hot sand. Zip naps.

Zaps runs to Zip. He sits and yips at him.  Zip naps. Zap yaps. 
Yip! Yap! Yip!

New Vocabulary

Nouns - 

	 a drink / drinks	 end / ends 	 	 a pond / ponds

	 land / lands		 sand	 	 


Other words - still    yet    some    after    of    on    down    at

	  with     fast    to      in          up       back    then    hot


Verbs -  
	 to get up 	 to sit	 	 to yap	 to yip		 

	 to go	 	 to pull		 to tug		 to rip	 	 

	 to swim	 to nap


